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Understanding Barriers to Network Exploration with Visualization:
A Report from the Trenches

Mashael AlKadi, Vanessa Serrano, James Scott-Brown, Catherine Plaisant,
Jean-Daniel Fekete, Uta Hinrichs and Benjamin Bach

Fig. 1: Barriers (red) that may be encountered during visual network exploration process, while translating domain concepts (ideas)
into network structures and visualizations (forms) and back into findings.

Abstract—This article reports on an in-depth study that investigates barriers to network exploration with visualizations. Network
visualization tools are becoming increasingly popular but little is known about how analysts plan and engage in the visual exploration
of network data—which exploration strategies they employ, and how they prepare their data, define questions, and decide on visual
mappings. Our study involved a series of workshops, interaction logging, and observations from a 6-week network exploration course.
Our findings shed light into the stages that define analysts’ approaches to network visualization and barriers experienced by some
analysts during their network visualization processes. These barriers mainly appear before using a specific tool and include defining
exploration goals, identifying relevant network structures and abstractions, or creating appropriate visual mappings for their network
data. Our findings future work in visualization education and analyst-centered network visualization tool design.

1 INTRODUCTION

Network analysis is becoming an established methodology across many
disciplines such as biology, the social sciences, and the humanities.
While the specific datasets are diverse and heterogeneous with respect
to how they have been captured and what research questions they aim
to address, they have in common that the analyst thought of their
data as a network—i.e., as nodes and links. By applying methods
from network analysis, such as calculating metrics or producing a
visualization, the analyst aims to learn something about these nodes
and their relationships. Hence, network analysis is a tool and a lens to
model and interrogate data. It comes with assumptions, such as that a
network is a meaningful representation for the data. And, it involves
multiple steps in defining nodes and links, formatting data, applying
visualization, and interpreting these visualizations correctly.

Especially for novice analysts, performing these steps and making
the respective decisions can pose problems. Over several years, we
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ran workshops, tutorials, talks, and interdisciplinary collaborations on
network visualization and built our own network visualization tool,
the Vistorian [3, 7]. During this time, we experienced first-hand some
of the problems, challenges, and misconceptions that can hamper en-
gagement with network analysis and visual network exploration. Many
of the issues we encountered were very common, such as identifying
the meaningful entities (nodes, links, attributes, time, geographical
locations) from the initial dataset—e.g., a corpus of documents— that
should represent nodes and links to create a network that meaningful to
answering a specific research question. Other issues we observed were
about using visualizations other than node-link diagrams to understand
multivariate, dynamic, and geographic networks, or properly formatting
a dataset for import into a tool.

While some of these issues are echoed in studies on expert data
workers [8, 15, 42, 51] or in the context of network visualization liter-
acy [18, 59, 65], a comprehensive account of the problems novices face
when engaging with network exploration is missing. Whereas multivari-
ate and quantitative data can be represented by familiar visualizations
(e.g., barcharts or line charts), networks pose specific challenges due to
their qualitative (i.e., structural) character, the combination with other
data types, and the abundance of specialized visualization techniques
for temporal [12], geographic [67], and multivariate [53] networks.

In this article, we present an in-depth study into the barriers some
analysts face when preparing their data for visual exploration and using
an interactive visual network exploration tool. For simplicity, we relied
on a single tool, the Vistorian, that we consider a state-of-the-art net-
work visualization tool comparable to Gephi [9], NodeXL [71, 72], or
Palladio [73]. The Vistorian has been specifically developed to provide
an easy entry point to network visualizations (node-link, adjacency
matrix, timeline, map) and interactive exploration for data analysts
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without a technical background (Sect. 3). In a first log study (Study
1, Sect. 4) we tracked users of the Vistorian over several months with
the aim of understanding how they use visualizations and interactions
in their day-to-day work. To complement these anonymous data with
qualitative data about potential barriers, we designed a 6-week net-
work exploration course and delivered this to 36 analysts whilst closely
monitoring their progress, giving personal advice, and engaging in
individual interviews (Study 2, Sect. 5). The course was open to any-
body and included analysts from computer science, the social sciences,
and business. It introduced the basic concepts of networks, example
visualizations for multivariate, temporal, and geographical networks,
hands-on activities for sketching and formatting data, and hands-on
tutorial with the Vistorian.

While many of our participants succeeded in visual exploration and
did not encounter major problems, our observations reveal barriers,
experienced by some participants. For example, preconceived ideas
and specific mental images about one’s network blocked analysts from
thinking creatively about their research questions and network struc-
tures. We also found a barrier in defining (multiple) possible networks
to match different research questions and abstract from a domain prob-
lem into a network problem and back [20,52] . Mitigating these barriers
has implications for future tools and research. In summary, we report:
• the user profiles we identified based on anonymous interaction logs

across 56 weeks (Sect. 4),
• observations (Sect. 7) from a 6-week course (Sect. 5) on visual

network exploration, including
• a set of detailed participant profiles and observations about goals and

strategies toward network visualization and exploration (Sect. 6),
• 8 barriers to engaging with network exploration (Sect. 9)
• implications for tool design and training (Sect. 10).

2 BACKGROUND

Tools for Visual Network Exploration—Numerous tools enable an-
alysts to produce network visualizations without writing any code:
Gephi [9], SoNIA [13], Palladio [73], NodeXL [71, 72], Visone [11],
NetworkWorkbench [56], SYF [58], Paejk [27], UCINET [64], or Net-
Miner [26]. These tools provide node-link diagrams with some degree
of interactivity, maps with overlaid node-link diagram; or animation
support for temporal networks. These tools load data in a range of for-
mats, such as GraphML, GEDCOM, GEFX, etc. [63], some of which
are not human-readable or manually editable. NodeXL asks users to
upload data as node tables, which contain information about nodes,
and link tables, which describes links between these nodes. Users then
specify the meaning of each column and perform transformations such
as link projection. That said, data-wrangling tasks such as re-formatting
data and correcting errors in ‘dirty’ datasets can be a significant por-
tion of data-analysis work [41]. Dedicated tools can be used for data
wrangling, for example, Ploceus [46], Orion [36] or Origraph [14].

Our own network visualization tool, the Vistorian, is representative
of these tools in that it creates interactive node-link diagrams visualizing
link weight, direction, and type as well as node types, and can represent
temporal and geographical data. It had been developed and iterated over
with many domain collaborators and allows us to log interaction data
during in-the-wild and day-to-day use. We were inspired by NodeXL’s
table format, which is easy to create and edit in common spreadsheet
applications. At the same time, the Vistorian extends existing tools
by providing alternative visualization techniques such as adjacency
matrices (e.g., for dense networks), a timeline and timesliders for
temporal networks, a map for geographic networks, and coordinated
linked views.

Studying Network Visualizations and Tools—Many studies [78]
have empirically evaluated the value of specific visual representations
for networks (e.g. [31, 38, 54, 57, 62, 66]), their respective visual af-
fordances (e.g., [1, 2, 61, 74]), interaction techniques (e.g., [6]) or the
combination of multiple coordinated views for node-link and matrix
diagrams [22,37]. Due to the controlled nature of these studies and ques-
tions they pursue, they have often relied on tasks described as low-level
by common task taxonomies [43, 44, 77]. Most of these studies focus
on quantitative records to describe task-completion time and task-error

rate, but alternative measures such as learnability, user satisfaction [60],
and engagement (e.g., [39, 47]) can be highly important.

To achieve greater ecological validity and investigate tasks that are
higher-level and potentially more sophisticated, studies have used more
complex methodologies and data collection mechanisms, such as study-
ing analysts using design-studies [68] or involving experts and their data
in qualitative studies [58]. Still, many of these studies focus on develop-
ing, understanding, and improving a specific visualization tool within a
particular context. The Multidimensional, In-depth, Long-term Case
(MILC) approach [70] streamlines the process of in-depth evaluation of
visualization tools in the wild, and suggests using interviews, training,
improving the tool, interaction logging [28] and ethnographic observa-
tions, collecting user annotations through logbooks and micro-entries
to help tracking analysts thoughts and discoveries [16], as well as entry
and exit questionnaires. In our pilot study (Sect. 4), we collected user
logs over several months, supported by short mini-questionnaires as
described by Serrano et al. [69]. The mini-questionnaires prompted
users to provide feedback on their use of our tool to complement the
interaction logs [33]. In our second study, we follow more closely
the MILC methodology, but significantly increase participant numbers
compared to prior studies (usually 5 [70]) to approx. 24 in our case.

Network Visualization Literacy and Training—Through brain-
storming with scientists, teachers, and students, Sayama et al. [65] de-
fine seven “essential concepts about networks [...] that every person in
the 21 century [should] know by the time he/she finishes secondary edu-
cation”. The concepts include “networks describe how things connect
and interact”, “networks help reveal patterns”, and “visualizations can
help provide an understanding of networks”. However high-level these
concepts seem, studies on teaching network science in high schools and
public exhibitions [18, 25, 79] revealed how little is generally known
about the basic concepts of networks, their analysis and visualization
in the wider population. For example, when shown images of node-link
diagrams, visitors to science museums often struggled to explain how
these images would be interpreted [18].

Courses and explicit training for network analysis [25] have been
used in the context of MILCs to evaluate NodeXL and learn about
teaching network exploration concepts [17, 35]. These studies intro-
duced graduate students (21 and 15 respectively) to Social Network
Analysis and NodeXL and tracked them over 5 weeks. Students used
demo datasets and smaller self-chosen datasets, described as discovery
learning and exploratory learning in the paper. Our course (Sect. 5)
focused on practitioners working on their own datasets, a stark qual-
itative difference to prior courses and studies. Moreover, rather than
evaluating our tool (the Vistorian), we want to better understand the
challenges that analysts during the network exploration process.

3 NETWORK VISUALIZATION WITH THE VISTORIAN

We describe the features of the Vistorian relevant to this research below.
Visualizations and Interactions—The Vistorian features four inter-
active visualizations (Fig. 2) to show different facts of a network if
present. Each visualization provides pan and zoom capability and a
legend showing node and link types, which can be used to filter nodes
and links. If the network has a temporal component, a time range-slider
is shown and allows the view to be filtered to s specified period. In-
dividually, each visualization has a set of specific visual encodings
and parameters that can be set by a user. For example, the node-link
diagram features small sliders to set node size and opacity, link width
and opacity, and the distance between links (lines) connecting the same
two nodes (a value of 0 visually overlays all those links, collapsing
them into a single line). The adjacency matrix can be ordered alpha-
betically or using a reordering method [30]. A cell can encode link
type (color), link weight (opacity), multiple links (splitting the cell into
vertical segments), and link direction (a gradient of increasing color
points in the direction of whichever of the row or column represents
the target node). The timeline visualization shows nodes along a
vertical axis and links between nodes as arcs, along a horizontal time
axis (Fig. 2). A user can zoom into a time period and clicking a node,
keeps only this node’s neighbors visible, effectively compressing the
view. The map visualization overlays a node-link diagram onto a
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Fig. 2: Visualizations in the Vistorian: adjacency matrix, node-link diagram, timeline, and map with overlaid links and edges. Each visualization
runs in its own tab coordinated through brushing and linking.

geographic map (Google Map API). Nodes with the same geographic
position can be shown in a circle layout to make all their links visible.
The circle radius can be reduced to collapse of all nodes into a single
visual node, or increased to show all nodes. Each visualization in the
Vistorian runs in its own browser tab, allowing tabs to be arranged in a
coordinated-view or across multiple screens to access more than one
visualization at the same time. Interactions, such as highlighting with
brushing-and-linking, filtering time through a time-slider, and filtering
the visibility of node and link types, are synchronized across tabs and
visualizations.
Data Import—The Vistorian’s users upload data as node and link tables,
inspired by NodeXL. Each row of a link table defines a link, with
required columns for the source and target node, and optional columns
for additional information on link weight, link date/time, link type, and
geographic locations of the source and target node. Each row of a node
table defines a node, and columns can specify the display name and
node type. Locations in the link table can be expressed as place names
(e.g., Paris) and are geocoded using the MapTiler API [48]. Upon
upload, users can specify the network schema by defining a column’s
interpretation from a drop-down list for each column (Source Node,
Target Node, Link Weight etc.) Again, this feature was inspired
by NodeXL. As soon as all required schema fields (only source and
target node) for a network are specified, a status message above the
table informs the user that the network is ready for visualization. Our
website vistorian.net contains demo videos showing data upload
and exploration, a detailed explanation on formatting data in node and
link tables, links to fully-functional visualizations with a demo-dataset
pre-loaded, and a FAQ.
Studying Real-World Usage of the Vistorian—While designed for
analysts in the social sciences and humanities, it addresses a potentially
wide audience. It has been designed and optimized with collaborators in
these areas since 2014. It supports exploration processes that can easily
take weeks, months, or years in which an analyst iteratively obtains new
data, refines their research questions and explores their dataset from
different perspectives. In such scenarios, an analyst’s understanding of
the dataset is constantly evolving alongside their analysis goals, ques-
tions, and methods. Data exploration is almost always a process that
requires learning and mastering new methodological tools, including
visual exploration. Understanding these processes and how to facilitate
them is the main aim of our research. Our studies of real-world usage
of the Vistorian consists of two phases that build upon each other, as
detailed in the following two sections.

4 STUDY 1: INTERACTION LOGGING & WORKSHOPS

The first phase of our research focused on anonymously logging inter-
actions and conducting workshops to gain a general understanding of
how real-world analysts make use of the Vistorian and how to introduce
analysts of various backgrounds to network visualization.

Interaction Logging— we anonymously tracked all interactions
with the Vistorian. Over 10 months, we collected data on upload and
schema specification, creating and interacting with a visualization, and
requesting help. A pop-up informed people about the logging taking

place, linked to information for study participants, and obtained their
consent. This procedure was approved by our University Ethics Board.
Logging started from the moment a user landed on the Vistorian website
and continued until they closed all related browser pages. Logs were
collected using the Intertrace JS library [29]. To facilitate the analysis
of our interaction logs, we classified all log events, based on categories
we defined in advance. The main categories (the list of all categories
is included in the supplemental material) included Data-Management
events (e.g., interactions such as creating a new network, uploading data
tables, updating table entries, specifying table schema), Visualization &
Interaction events (e.g., any interactions with visualizations), Support
& Communication events (e.g., engagement with the Vistorian help
resources such as manuals, demo data and videos), and Bookmark
events (e.g., interactions related to the creation, update, and usage of
bookmarks and annotations).
Workshops—While still developing the Vistorian platform, we ran a
number of public workshops that varied in length from half a day to
three days. Notable here are the most recent (online) workshops that
we ran in parallel to starting to log interactions with the platform—one
ran in the context of an online DataVis Meetup (approx. 25 partici-
pants) and one at an online Digital Humanities Summer School (approx.
55 participants). These workshops included lectures on multivariate
network visualization, sketching networks and discussing appropri-
ate visualizations, demos of the Vistorian, and hands-on tutorials that
guided participants through the process of importing their own or a
demo data to the platform. Data exploration using the Vistorian was
facilitated at the workshops, but also beyond through drop-in sessions
and a dedicated Slack channel where people could ask questions and
seek support for their data explorations. While these workshops did
not include structured data collection, they provided valuable insights
that contextualized our analysis of interaction logs, and informed the
network visualization course design (Sect. 5).
Findings from Interaction Logs & Workshops— Over the course of
10 months we logged 534 individual users sessions which we analyzed
using the interaction categories described above, looking for interaction
patterns (i.e., interaction times, what parts of the Vistorian platform
people engaged with and in what order, and the number of returning
users). Based on our analysis, we identified four types of usage patterns:
Demo-users (298/534 ≈ 55%) solely played with the demo dataset
or looked into help resources, without exploring their own data using
the Vistorian platform. Data-strugglers (71/534 ≈ 13%) did try to
explore their own datasets using the Vistorian platform, but struggled
with shaping their data and creating their networks. These users some-
times returned to the platform several times, but without managing to
successfully create a network visualization. Single-session explorers
(93/534 ≈17%) managed to upload their own data and created a net-
work visualization. They then spent a short time (less than 2 min.)
exploring their visualization and did not return. Multi-session explor-
ers (72/534 ≈ 13%) uploaded their own data, created (one or more)
network visualizations and explored these over the course of multi-
ple sessions that each lasted a minimum of 2 minutes. Multiple short
sessions were more common than long continuous sessions.
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Our results confirm observations we made during earlier workshops
and demos. However, the mini-questionnaires did not help generate
detailed insights about users’ strategies and their problems in using the
tool. We wanted to learn more about people’s network visualization
and exploration strategies and inherent issues that seem to go beyond
potential usability problems as many people managed to upload and
visualize their data using the Vistorian. To address these questions from
a more qualitative data perspective, we designed the course for Study 2.

5 STUDY 2: NETWORK EXPLORATION COURSE

The target audience of our network visualization course were analysts
without a technical background and/or no or little experience in network
visualization and exploration. We advertised the workshop widely, tar-
geting analysts across the sciences, arts and humanities, and at different
stages of their analysis process. We aimed at teaching different aspects
of network exploration—from data preparation, to visual mapping,
to visual network exploration. We utilized the Vistorian as the sole
network visualization and exploration tool in our course (1) to avoid
overwhelming participants by introducing them to multiple network
visualization tools within a relatively short amount of time, and (2) be-
cause the Vistorian supports a large variety of network visualization
and exploration techniques while providing a relatively low entry point
related tasks, especially for analysts without a technical background.
Based on our findings from Study 1, we improved some features of
the Vistorian. Below we describe these changes to the Vistorian, our
course design and our methods of data collection and analysis.

5.1 Data Import Wizard
We replaced the ‘manual’ process of setting up a network schema with
a comprehensive wizard, to support analysts importing the correctly
formatted data and defining meaningful schemata. The wizard (see sup-
plementary material for a figure) has the following steps: (1) network
name, (2) data format (tables, GEDCOM, Pajek, etc.), (3) choosing
between a link or a node table, (4) uploading a table and specify a
schema for that table, (5) specifying a location and/or a node table with
node types (optional), and (6) launching a visualization in a new tab.

5.2 Course Outline
We designed a 6-week network visualization course that covered both
data preparation and visual network exploration. From a teaching
perspective, the goals of the course were to help participants (1) Define
the goals of their data exploration, (2) Become familiar with a range
of network visualization techniques, through theory and hands-on use,
and (3) Use different types of interactive visualizations to explore their
own data. From a research perspective, we aimed to learn more about
analyst approaches and strategies when using network visualization to
explore their data and potential barriers inherent in these processes.

Following the recommendation by Batch et al. [10] to increase the
use of visualizations in data exploration by providing education, the
course was based on problem-based learning. We encouraged partici-
pants to bring their own data and related questions/issues/problems to
the course, so they could directly apply lessons-learned in a real-world
context relevant to them. However, we also provided demo datasets to
those who did not (yet) have their own data.

Each week consisted of a two-hour session that combined online live
lectures (recorded and shared online) with hands-on activities Some
sessions set a homework for the following week, to encourage par-
ticipants to practice and identify the areas that they needed help and
support with. We offered weekly one-hour drop-in sessions during
which course participants could ask questions about the lecture material
or raise issues they had encountered. We also moderated a Slack chan-
nel that allowed participants to discuss course-related questions and
problems with each other and with the course instructors. We describe
the topics and activities covered in the individual course sessions below.

Weeks 1 & 2: Network Data Preparation introduced participants
to the topic of network visualization and the goals of the course. We
covered the basic terminology around network visualization (e.g., intro-
ducing the concept of a network, nodes and links) as well as questions
that can be answered using network visualization and exploration. In

Activity 1, participants prepared a sketch of the potential network(s)
that could be constructed from their data and to think about potential
questions that these networks could help answer. In Activity 2, partic-
ipants identified attributes in their data that could serve as nodes and
links in their data. In Activity 3, participants sketched small networks
based on the nodes and links identified in Activity 2. In Activity 4, par-
ticipants formalized these sketches into a concept map, by starting to
define nodes and links more formally. Finally, in Activity 5, participants
specified their node and/or link tables. We had initially planned for a
single week to network data preparation, but during Week 1 we realized
that participants struggled with (1) mapping data attributes to nodes
and links to structure their network and with (2) formatting their data
into a network table. During Week 2, we therefore dedicated more time
to re-iterating on and finishing the activities introduced in Week 1.

Week 3: Data Shaping Techniques & Challenges introduced tech-
niques for ensuring consistency in data, reducing data size (e.g., filtering
nodes by degree or node type, or filtering edges by time) or aggregating
data. We provided respective Python scripts and assisted participants
with applying them to their data. Activities included loading the final-
ized data tables into the Vistorian using the import wizard.

Week 4: Network Exploration Using Node-Link Diagrams intro-
duced node-link diagrams and related interactive features.We presented
different exploration tasks [44] in the form of questions, e.g., What to
observe about network structure?, What does that mean for the data?,
or to interactively explore a network’s change through time.

Week 5: Network Exploration Using Adjacency Matrices intro-
duced adjacency matrices. We explained the visual encodings and how
the node ordering is aiming to optimize for visual patterns in the matrix.

Week 6: Timeline, Maps, and Coordinated Views introduced time-
line visualization and the geographic network visualization techniques,
as well as the coordinated view feature in the Vistorian.

Again, throughout the course, participants were guided to prepare,
visualize and explore their own data using the different network vi-
sualization features provided by the Vistorian. We also encouraged
participants to share and discuss insights that they had gained and chal-
lenges they had encountered. Our course website [4] provides more
details on the course and related materials.

5.3 Participants
36 participants from a wide variety of backgrounds, including history,
social sciences, business & management, health & medicine, law &
politics, natural sciences, and technology, education and event manage-
ment registered for the course. In a pre-course questionnaire 18 (50%)
participants stated that they had no experience with network explo-
ration, 12 (33.3%) had explored one or two network visualizations
prior to the course, and 6 (16.6%) participants stated experience with
three or more network visualizations prior to the course. Due to the
nature of the course, which was organized during the COVID-19 period
and allowed participants to attend sessions synchronously online or
watch recorded lectures asynchronously, we cannot report how many
participants attended all sessions of the course. Of those who registered,
24 attended the first session synchronously, with subsequent course
sessions being attended by 14 participants on average. Our findings
are based on data collected across all participants, regardless of their
pattern of course attendance.

5.4 Data Collection & Analysis
Our findings are based on the following data collected across the course.

Questionnaires. We asked all participants to fill out questionnaires
prior to and after the course to capture their starting points and expecta-
tions when entering and their insights and reflections after the course.
We received completed pre-questionnaires from 36 participants, and
exit questionnaires from 8 participants.

Interviews. We invited all 36 course participants to a semi-structured
interview where we asked them about their initial motivation to take
the course, their lessons learned, to what extent they managed to create
visualizations with the Vistorian, what strategies they applied, and what
they found the most challenging about the course and the visualization
process. To learn more about the Vistorian, we also included questions
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about which features participants most appreciated, which ones they
found most difficult to use, what additional features they would like to
see added, and how they would overall describe their workflow with
the Vistorian (See the supplementary material for the list of interview
questions). 13 participants followed our invitation to be interviewed.
All interviews were automatically transcribed prior to their analysis.

Course Recordings & Online Discussions. All course sessions were
recorded, and we took notes of comments, questions, and discussions
that drove the tutorial and drop-in sessions. We also captured inquiries
and discussions on the course’s Slack channel, where participants would
ask questions about the course content and ask for help on their network
visualization processes and challenges. Course recordings were not
fully transcribed, but reviewed to complement our written notes.

Our analysis across this variety of data largely follows a thematic
analysis approach [21, 34] where one author qualitatively coded par-
ticipants’ statements and the emerging coding was then discussed and
iteratively refined between a team of three co-authors. In a first qualita-
tive coding pass, we captured themes visible in our data in a top-down
manner, driven by our research questions, and questions highlighted
in our questionnaires and interviews. In a second coding pass, we
allowed themes to emerge directly from our data collected. Our the-
matic analysis started already during the course, where we reflected on
observations noted as part of course- and drop-in sessions. Emergent
themes (e.g., observations around approaches to data preparation, how
participants went about defining their first network, and approaches to
visual exploration) were refined after the course, also in the light of
participants’ statements from the exit questionnaires and interviews.

Our findings from Study 2 are structured into four sections. We
first describe participants’ goals and types of course journeys (Sect. 6).
Based on this we describe the range of observations with regard to net-
work preparation, visualization, and exploration phases that participants
went through (Sect. 7, Fig. 1). From these observations we derived
an 8-step-model of network exploration which helps to formalize and
contextualize participants’ exploration processes (from data preparation
to deriving findings, Sect. 8) as well as the barriers that can hamper
these. Finally, we report on these barriers that some participants faced
as part of these processes (Sect. 9).

6 PARTICIPANTS’ GOALS & COURSE JOURNEYS

We start our findings by characterizing participants’ starting points
when entering the course, including their types of goals and questions
(G1–G3) with respect to their data and analysis. We then provide a
high-level overview of participants’ learning journeys (J1–J3) through
the course, illustrated by 14 representative participant profiles. For the
remainder of the paper we refer to individual participants by the topical
focus of their data (e.g., P-Business).

6.1 Initial Participant Goals
Statements from the pre-course questionnaires show that participants’
motivations for engaging in network visualization varied in terms of
the specificity of goals, exploration questions and the data at hand.

G1: Learning About Network Visualization To Inform Data
Collection. Approximately 22.2% (8/36) of our course participants
were still in the process of collecting data when entering the course
or planned to start with the collection. Their main goal was to learn
about network visualization and analysis in order to inform their data
collection processes and questions of potential interest: “I am preparing
for network data collection but would like to see what can be analyzed
before deciding on types of network data to collect.”[P-SupplyChain].

G2: Exploring Data to Help Define Questions. 50% (18/36) of
our participants already had data, but no specific exploration questions
prior to the course; Their goal was to visualize and explore their data to
help generate questions (e.g., P-Dance,P-Laureates), check if network
visualization applicable on their data(e.g., P-RocksStudies), or aimed
to explore the quality of their data (e.g., P-Documents).

G3: Specific Questions To Inform Exploration. Approximately
27.8% (10/36) of our participants had defined questions about their
data that they wanted to explore, for example, how a particular network
had changed over time (e.g., P-Business), understanding the structure

of a network (e.g., P-Criminology, P-Business), or who talks to whom
in a social network (e.g., P-Carers, P-ElderlyCare).

6.2 Participant Course Journeys

While all active participants (24/36) were able to create at least one
network, they followed a range of course journeys, influenced by their
data and initial goals. In order to anchor our findings on network
exploration strategies and potentially hampering barriers, we illustrate
the different types of journeys based on selected participant profiles.

J1: Vistorian Exploration using Demo Data. Participants who
did not bring their own data to the course explored the features of the
Vistorian based on the demo datasets provided, to learn about network
visualization (G1). For example, P-UrbanStudies an engineer with a
social sciences background and experience in network visualization was

“interested in learning about timeline and geographic map networks,
plotting adjacency matrices, and learning what Vistorian is about.”

J2: Assisted Network Exploration. 2/24 participants required assis-
tance in creating their first visualization (e.g P-Carers health sector; no
network vis experience). They struggled to define a network structure
relevant to their questions. However, by the end of the course, they were
able to create and explore network visualizations using their own data.
Other participants, managed to create a first visualization on their own,
but required assistance with refining their network structure to align
with their goals and questions. For example, P-Letters (history; some
experience in network vis) focused on data on a collection of historical
documents and letters. Their goal was to understand the structure of the
network spanned by documents and correspondents (G3). They—with
the help of the course instructors—iterated on their initial network
visualization leading to an adequate network visualization that enable
interrogating the data according to these goals.“before I explored my
network, I supposed that the institution [X] was the most influential
actor in my network, but it was [Y].”[P-Letters].

J3: Independent Network Exploration. At least 5/24 participants
actively and without assistance explored their data from the different
perspectives offered by the Vistorian. For example, P-Business(G3)
(computer science, social sciences, humanities; experience in network
vis but not with the Vistorian) wanted to explore how funding rounds
of commercial businesses assist in the growth of industries and busi-
ness networks, and how the people behind businesses are linked. To
explore these questions, they created and iteratively refined a number
of temporal and geographic network visualizations and adjacency ma-
trices. P-RocksStudies (G2) (Natural Sciences; some experience in
network visualization) had a dataset describes studies and methodolo-
gies about a specific phenomenon related to rocks. They were able to
create visualization but found it does not contribute to their research.
P-Documents(G2) started with no research question in mind but used
network visualization to figure out the best way to link nodes that might
reveal interesting patterns in their data.

7 OBSERVATIONS

Based on our observations throughout the course and our analysis of
the post-course questionnaires and interviews, we identified different
aspects that influenced (1) how participants went about defining net-
work structures, (2) how they iterated on their visualizations, and (3)
how they approached their visual explorations of created networks. We
describe our observations (O1–O10) below.

7.1 Defining Network Structures

The first part of the course (Weeks 1–3) focused on helping participants
prepare and shape their data to create a first network visualization.
Some participants with prior experience in network visualization were
able to accomplish this easily (J3) and were able to skip ahead to the
visual exploration phases. For participants with less experience, we
scaffolded this process through lectures, activities (see Sect. 5.2), and
individual assistance (J2). Participants without their own data (J1) did
not have this problem since data was already defined and formatted.
Below, we report on the factors that influenced participants’ process of
creating a first network visualization and the challenges we observed.
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7.1.1 Preconceived Ideas and Mental Images

Our conversations with participants through the course revealed that
around 9 participants had an initial mental image of the network they
wanted to visualize in the Vistorian. These mental images were only
partially influenced by participants’ initial questions and goals but,
rather, by their ‘intuitive’ understanding of the nature of their data and
pre-conceived ideas of what their network should look like and what
entities (nodes) and relationships (links) it expressed.

O1: Preconceived Ideas About Networks Can Blind Analysts
to Alternative Approaches. Around 2 participants thought of network
visualizations predominantly as social networks showing people and
their social relationships. Consequently, they initially defined nodes in
their network as people and links as their respective relationships. It
can blind participants to alternatives, and hindered them from exploring
other mappings of nodes and links that could express different infor-
mation about their data or support more specific goals. This reflects
findings about latent abstractions [15], i.e., participants not having
clear abstractions of their data, such as networks, tables or timelines.
For example, P-Carers collected data about social relations between 80
patients and their carers from interviews. Initially, P-Carers wanted to
create an ego-network centered around each patient. However, discus-
sion and initial network visualizations revealed that the patients were
not actually that relevant to the network, as P-Carers was interested in
the types of carers and their relations through the act of caring. In other
words, the collection of individual ego-networks had to be re-imagined
as a network of relationships between roles of carers. Re-thinking her
network structure, P-Carers reformatted her data tables several times
again, a process common to data workers [8]. Similarly, P-Letters’s
data focused on “two persons exchanging letters on several topics.”
Similar to P-Carers, the participant imagined a network of authors
(nodes), connected through multiple links, one for each letter. The
initial network visualization—a two-node network with approx. 50
connections—was not useful. During discussion (J2), we suggested
representing topics mentioned in the letters as nodes beside persons and
link them through response type; this drastically changed the network
structure and the questions that could be explored.

O2: Analysts have Mental Images of their Networks. Besides
preconceived ideas of what the nodes and links of a network should
be, several participants had specific visual mental images of what their
network would look like and what they would be able to observe: “I’m
envisioning one map [(network)] per person with an interconnected
web surrounding all the people, things, artifacts, systems, which make
up care in their everyday life.”[P-ElderlyCare]. Often, these images were
disjoint from participants’ goals and questions but, rather, were based
on an intuitive understanding of their data. Similarly, P-Documents
worked with labeled documents and wanted to create a network visu-
alization based on the co-occurrence of labels for any two documents
(nodes). The participant expected that this would result in clear network
structure, however, their first visualization turned out to be cluttered to
be readable: “I assumed the visualization will have the answer ready,
but what I found it needed multiple rounds of data formation and under-
standing the underlying aspects to achieve it”. This effect is commonly
observed in visualization design processes [75].

7.1.2 Defining and Formatting Networks

40% of our participants (in particular those with less specific questions
or goals) were initially unsure about the aspects in their data that
should form the nodes and links in their network(s). When asked about
particular challenges they faced during the course, one participant
highlighted the difficulty of defining the structure of their network
data: “deciding which and how information should be included prior
to exploration [before having seen the network visualized].”

During the course, we facilitated this abstraction process using
sketching exercises that asked participants to envision possible node
and link (Sect. 5.2, Weeks 1&2). To a certain extent, this approach was
successful enabling active participants to create at least one visualiza-
tion of their dataset. However, besides defining nodes and links in ways
that led to networks that were difficult to explore or simply misaligned

with participants’ goals, we observed participants struggling to decide
on particular aspects when it came to defining their network schema.

O3: Alternative Mappings to Nodes and Links. Intuitively defin-
ing nodes and links often resulted in huge networks with over 10,000
nodes or links, turning most of the visualizations into colored hairballs.
One strategy discussed in the course was to reduce network size by
filtering by node or link-type, filtering nodes based on their degrees
only, or slicing the network along time (Sect. 5.2, Week 3). Another
common strategy is to transform the network, through graph transfor-
mations such as projections or clustering. Especially link projection
was new to participants and helped improve their network models in the
case of multi-modal networks. For example, P-Dance tried to identify
participants (nodes) who participated together in one or more events,
whereas the initial data they had was who participated in which event.
P-Archaeo tried to explore the movement of artifacts from one site
to another over time and which artifacts were found at the same sites.
Thus, we assisted them in creating the respective network projection.
The resulting network enabled a meaningful cluster analysis.

P-Festivals’s geographic network described links between countries
and specific festival locations within the same single city. The re-
spective network featured countries on the one side and street-level
information in a single city on the other, making a a good scaled rep-
resentation of those locations impossible. Through discussion, we
explored three alternative networks. Network 1 focused on that single
city, with nodes being festival locations and links showing that two
locations hosted artists from the same country. Network 2 would keep
countries as nodes but collapse all locations within that single coun-
try into a single node to result in a more readable map visualization.
Network 3 would be the initial network but visualized as node-link
or matrix only. Without discussing such aspects with the participants,
some workarounds might be hard for them to get by their own.

O4: Dealing with Multiple Occurrences of the Same Data In-
stance. Several participants had data where the same instance of a data
points occurred multiple times (e.g., because of contextual or temporal
changes). These participants found it difficult to decide whether to
represent each data points as a separate node, or perform aggregation
and represent all data points from the same entity as a single node. For
example, P-Carers had multiple instances of the same family doctors
in their data as these doctors were connected to several patients. Hav-
ing different node instances representing each doctors made it hard to
identify roles of high importance. They, finally decided to use a single
node to represent each carer role, e.g., ’family doctor’.

Similarly, P-Laureates, working with a dataset of laureates across
multiple years, aimed to find those who shared the same types of awards.
They first decided to represent awards in each year as individual nodes.
However, it turned out that this offered a limited understanding of
laureates across years. In a subsequent iteration, P-Laureates therefore
represented each award title (regardless of the year) as a single node.
Creating one node per year and linking to the laureates in that years
would help P-Laureates answer their question about when the same
person had received the award twice.

O5: Defining Link Types & Weight. Another common issue
was the definition of link types and how to map relevant data to link
weight. One participant mentioned that “deciding the type of link
between the nodes [...] which aspect of the connection [...] is most
relevant to answering the research question” (anonymous) was the
most challenging aspect of their network visualization process.

Particular problems arose from wanting to assign link weights based
on non-quantitative attributes, such as rankings expressed through
words (e.g, ‘strong’, ‘weak’, P-Carers) or different types of activi-
ties (‘applied’, ‘interviewed’, ‘job-offered’). P-Carers initially used
a ranked scale from 1–10 (1 representing the most important links).
However, in the Vistorian low numbers assigned to link weight result
in faint lines, while link weights ranked higher are visually emphasized.
Furthermore, they found that the distribution of values in their data
was rather small, making it difficult to visually differentiate between
important and less important links. While these issues can be fixed
quickly and might not be specific to network visualizations, again, they
provide insights into the small barriers that people might encounter and
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which eventually can prevent them from successfully using a tool.
O6: Formatting Data into Node and Link Tables. In line with

other network visualization tools, the Vistorian supports node and
link tables as data formats. In line with previous work [35], many
participants were initially confused what type of table formatting to
apply. Further confusion resulted from declaring links with changing
weight over time, which required an individual row in the link table for
each time point (and their weight), linked together by an ID column
to identify identical links. Without IDs, the Vistorian would interpret
each row as a different link. On the other side, this option could be
useful to show all possible link weights at the same time, i.e., through
individual links between the same two nodes. Most participants were
able to determine the suitable format for their network.

7.2 Iterating on the First Visualization
As illustrated above in several examples, most participants iterated on
their first visualization multiple times. We observed participants—both
those with and without prior experience in network visualization—not
only re-defining their nodes and links but also their data, based on
issues they encountered with their initial visualization.

O7: Data-level Refinement. One common issue that participants
encountered with their initial network visualization (e.g., P-Festivals,
P-Laureates, and P-Documents) was that too many nodes or edges
made the network appear as a hairball that was too cluttered to explore
in a meaningful way. The course covered strategies such as slicing the
network along time or filtering nodes and edges based on relevance
or type. As illustrated above, several participants had defined network
schema that resulted in duplicate nodes or links—either because of
issues in the data, or because of the very nature of the data. For exam-
ple, P-Festivals found that the same venue recruited certain ensembles
multiple times for different events. P-Documents’s data included la-
beled documents that included multiple co-occurrence links with other
documents. During the course, we provided technical support (in the
form of dedicated Python scripts) to help participants explore duplicate
links and, based on their goals and questions, transform these meaning-
fully (e.g., aggregating data points to be represented in the form of link
weight) (Sect. 5.2, Week 3). This helped several participants reduce
the size of their networks and highlight important patterns in their data
without affecting the nature of the network.

7.3 Visual Exploration
O8: Tool Features Can Inspire Exploration Strategies. Interac-

tive or visual features that seem trivial to visualization designers and
exploration experts can be a game changer to novice analysts, such
as time sliders or the timeline visualizations (“The time-slider pro-
vided an entirely different perspective on my data.”). They can provide
important impulses for the exploration of data and inform analysis
questions: “I largely ignored the time element of my data up to this
point. The timeline provided an entirely new dimension to my data and
certainly changed my perspective.”. Features such as the timeline assist
in finding the story the analyst would like to tell.

Similarly, analysts appreciated the coordinated views showing node-
link and matrix representation at the same time. Participants liked
how they enabled interpreting and comparing different visualizations
of the same network at the same time and how matrix and node-link
diagrams complemented each other (“Even if I missed noticing that
there are two groups in the node-link diagram, the matrix would show
me that.”[P-Criminology]).

O9: Unfamiliar Visual Encodings are not immediately understood.
A well known problem, yet most visualizations in the Vistorian were
well understood by course participants. Adjacency matrices caused
some confusion in the beginning. While understanding the matrix
ordering was easier understood than we thought, most questions arose
from the visual encoding of cells in the matrix, particularly when cells
used a multitude of visual encodings: multiple links (cell split into
equally sized rectangles), link type (color), link weight (opacity), and
link direction (gradient)

After understanding the visual encoding, the challenge participants
faced was to interpret their own data using these encodings. This

observation holds for both the layout of nodes in a node-link diagram
and the ordering in a matrix. Participants reported the need to develop
trust in the visualizations and their visual observations.

O10: Building Trust In Visualization. Participants often asked
us about measuring the reliability of the observations in the visual-
ization and building trust with respect to the visualization: “How do
I assess whether what I’m visualizing is meaningful, useful, reliable
from the data?”[P-Carers]. Moreover, the issue was about the general
communication of findings and the scientific rigor in visualization, i.e.,
to understand “reliability in network science”[P-Carers] and “where
[visualization] fits on the spectrum of qualitative, quantitative and also
mixed methods. Partly, because the course talked a bit about how
analysts can always cut things multiple ways, and [then] need to know
what is the meaning of [their findings].”[P-Carers]. These questions
had implications about the participants’ own work and how much they
could trust their own observations: “[Hence,] how will I know that
something matters or has meaning, rather than just it’s a sort of artifact
of having played around with it for a long time.”[P-Carers].

8 STEPS IN NETWORK EXPLORATION

Our observations point to specific barriers in the process of visual net-
work exploration. To better contextualize these barriers, this section
develops a model of 8 steps that we found in exploring networks. The
model is informed by our observations (O1-O10) and the participant
journeys (J1-J3). It is also inspired by observations in visualization
literacy more generally, notably the need to translate abstract domain
concepts into visual encodings and back, in order to solve tasks with
visualizations [20]. It also links to Norman’s Gulfs of Execution and
Evaluation for cognitive processes that accompany interactions in in-
teractive systems [55]. Eventually, there are parallels to Munzner’s
Nested Model describing the increasing abstraction and formalization
from domain concepts and problems into algorithms and systems [52].

In a first phase (left side in Fig. 1), data is formalized from abstract
domain concepts (i.e., ideas) into visual encodings (i.e., concrete forms
on a display) in a network visualization. Then, based on this visualiza-
tion, information is interpreted to inform findings (right side in Fig. 1)
leading back from forms in the visualization to findings in the domain.
Throughout these two phases, we can describe 8 steps across an ana-
lysts’ journey from domain to network to data to visualization and back.
1) Identify domain concepts in the data (e.g., people, events, locations,
transactions, participation in events). This is a necessary preparatory
step; 2) Define a network to turn domain concepts into network con-
cepts, i.e., nodes, links, link weight, direction and (if necessary) apply
network transformations; 3) Format data to turn the network concepts
into a machine readable format such as node and link tables; 4) Import
data and specify data schema to create mappings from the data for-
mat (i.e., columns in the case of the Vistorian) to semantics and visual
variables in a visualization; 5) Interactively explore visualization(s)
through interaction and choosing among different visualizations; 6)
Perceive visual patterns in a visualization, understanding meaningful
constellations of pixels, colors, etc; 7) Interpret visual patterns to
understand visual patterns as network concepts, i.e., ‘a cluster’ or ‘a
central node’; 8) Interpret network concepts, i.e., clusters, paths,
central nodes in the respective domain and understand their meaning
for that domain and respective questions.

Depending on an analyst’s expertise and the specific tool used, these
steps can be less deliberate and more based on tacit knowledge. For
example, an experienced analyst may directly format their network
structure into a machine readable format as they define it, or re-work
an existing node table to tailor it to a new question. The fact that data
can be already formatted before the analyst decided on the network
structures does not invalidate the model but simply means that a data
format is required. Similarly, different tools can support different steps
of the process. However, the model is deliberately kept simple to
picture the decisions involved in network exploration and to inform
future support (tools and methods) to overcome the barriers.
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9 BARRIERS TO NETWORK EXPLORATION

From our 24 active participants, nearly all succeeded in creating at least
one network visualization of their own data using the Vistorian. One
participant’s data (P-RocksStudies) turned out not to be useful to be
mapped as a network. 11/24 participants used the Vistorian with little
help, and 5 participants did not experience any barriers at all. Each
of the other participants experienced between 1-5 barriers each, with
the specific barriers experienced greatly varying across participants.
Through discussion, and explanations, we were able to resolve most if
not all of these barriers. In the following, we now describe 8 barriers
(numbers in brackets indicate number of participants facing this barrier)
and discuss how we mitigated them in our course.

B1: Missing Goals & Questions (3)—Missing goals for explo-
rations are not a barrier per se. A more open-ended approach can
inspire creative perspectives on the data and novel angles of explo-
ration. However, a lack of specific goals can become a barrier to all
steps of network exploration, in particular to early tasks, i.e., Steps 1
and 2 in our model, where relevant data aspects have to be identified
and translated into a network schema, and to Steps 4 and 5 where deci-
sions about suitable network visualization techniques influence what
types of patterns can be explored. In the worst case, a lack of goals and
questions can lead to irrelevant findings or incorrect conclusions, e.g.,
via drill-down fallacies [45]). Mitigation strategies—Use constructive
visualization methods [40] (e.g., sketching) to explore data in a low-
cost and open-ended way that helps identify points of interest, goals
and questions. Show example network visualizations and explaining
what they can reveal (O8), to stimulate creative thinking about network
visualization and how it can be applied to facilitate sense-making.

B2: Pre-conceived Ideas & Mental Images (5)—Like missing
goals, we think that mental images (which can also be influenced by
preconceived ideas about network visualization) about what the data
might look like as a network (O2) are an essential part of visualization
and exploration in that they can inform goals and starting points to
network exploration. However, both preconceived ideas and mental
images can turn into barriers. They can hamper tasks in Steps 2 & 3,
leading to a mapping of domain concepts to network structures that
may not match with analysts’ goals and questions (O3). Even worse,
preconceived ideas and mental images can hinder a creative exploration
process that allows for new perspectives on the data. For example, they
may lead to analysts dismissing new angles of exploration that may
or may not include unfamiliar visual encodings (O9), to preventing
analysts from exploring alternative mappings of domain concepts to
nodes and links (see P-Letters). In the worse case, preconceived ideas
and mental images can negatively influence the exploration and scrutiny
of the data all together, leading to confirmation bias, although we
have not observed this in our course. Mitigation strategies—An early
visualization where analysts can see their ideas realized can be a pivotal
point to help iterate on early steps of the data formation process or to
explore alternative visualization techniques. Support the externalization
(e.g., via sketching) and interrogation (e.g., via probing questions) of
ideas and mental images early on in the network visualization process
in a lightweight manner to help analysts align their visions with their
goals and questions. Approaches that allow a critical reflection on data
formation and design processes could facilitate this.

B3: Deciding on a Network Structure (4)—Defining network
structures such as nodes, links, and link weight has a profound impact
on all the consequent steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Depending on an
analyst’s experience or domain, these mappings can be trivial. However,
we found, in particular, participants with little experience in network
visualization, struggled with deciding on a network structure (tasks
related to Steps 2 & 3 of the network exploration process), which
created a profound barrier and delayed subsequent processes. We
added an extra session on data preparation into our course to address
this. Mitigation strategies—Breaking down the process of defining a
network structure into different activities can help overcome this barrier
(e.g., identifying potential nodes and links on paper, sketch potential
outcome visualizations based on this, and formalize outcomes of these
processes as concept maps; see our course activities in Sect. 5.2).
However, there are still open questions about how such activities can

be integrated into network visualization tools.
B4: Choosing The Right Level of Abstraction (6)—The initial

network visualizations of participants not always yield insights, because
an intuitive mapping of domain concepts to nodes and links led to
visually cluttered networks due to too many nodes or edges (or both).
Participants struggled with introducing the right level of abstraction to
create more meaningful networks. We define abstraction as the process
of deducing a new network from the initial network that describes the
entire dataset. This notion of abstraction is different from Bigelow’s et
al. [15] which refers to data abstractions as tables, networks, timelines
or alike. Mitigation Strategies—In the course, we discussed options and
gave participants access to dedicated Python scripts to facilitate network
size reduction, as well as transformation and aggregation strategies.
Tool support in this area exists (e.g., [14]), and, again, sketching can
help identify goals and approaches to abstraction.

B5: Choosing the Appropriate Data Formats (2)—Choosing
the appropriate (machine readable) data format and transforming data
accordingly (Step 3) can become a barrier through a range of issues
(O6), e.g., (1) not understanding the data format required, (2) confusing
different formatting options, and (3) inconsistent formatting. Besides
general benefits of tables for making data accessible [8], node and
link tables are relatively straightforward to understand, are editable in
common applications such as Excel, and are successfully used in other
network visualization tools [71]. However, some participants struggled
to decide what information to include in a node table and what would
be better represented as a link table. Mitigation strategies—Provide
illustrated guides for table formatting (e.g., [5]); promote individual
hands-on activities to table formatting. At a tool-level, it is important to
scaffold data import in a step-by-step manner, remind analysts how to
interpret different tables and provide side-by-side views of data tables
and the resulting visualization (e.g., as already done in NodeXL [71]).
Data validation and consistency checking can be done using different
tools (e.g., Python).

B6: Importing Data and Defining Schemata (2)—A data schema
creates an explicit mapping between the data and the visualization. For
example, in an earlier version of the Vistorian, users uploaded a link
table and then had to manually specify the role of each column. In
addition, they could upload a node table and a location table, or click a
button to retrieve geo-coordinates for locations mentioned in the tables.
Observations from early workshops showed that planning and coordi-
nating all these actions is a barrier for some analysts (e.g. P-Migrants).
Our import wizard (Sect. 5.1) addresses this issue, but can slow down
the data import for advanced analysts. Mitigation strategies—Scaffold
data import and mapping processes through wizards with detailed ex-
planations, while allowing advanced analysts to streamline the process.

B7: Interpreting Visual Patterns in Visualization (2)—Visual
patterns in network visualizations need to be understood as network
concepts before they can be properly interpreted (Steps 6 & 7). This
includes not only low-level encodings of visual elements (e.g., through
size or color), but their composition into more complex visual con-
structs. For example, blocks of cells in an adjacency matrix represent a
densely connected cluster, while the same cluster may appear as a set of
overlapping arcs in a time arc visualization. While we observed a steep
learning curve in reading and interpreting adjacency matrices (O9), un-
derstanding the richness of network visualization can pose barriers. For
example, it can be overwhelming to engage with a network visualization
for the first time and to explore it for patterns and clusters—whether or
not the technique is familiar. Also, to add complexity, interaction can
lead to changes of visual patterns on-the-fly. To better understand visual
patterns, participants reported on multiple coordinated views helping
to interpret and verify a pattern visible in one visualization through
another one (O8). Mitigation strategies—Document and illustrate net-
work visualization techniques through demos and practical use cases;
provide hands-on tutorials exploring different network visualizations
and illustrate their strengths and limitations, e.g., through visualization
cheat sheets [76]; support multiple coordinated views.

B8: Establish Trust in a Network Visualization (1)—Trust in
visualization is a generic topic [50] and poses a potential barrier to net-
work visualization in itself (O10). It can influence if analysts engage in
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a network visualization process in the first place, how findings are de-
rived from the visualizations, and if a network visualization is deemed
valid for evidence in (scientific) communication. One problem can be
unfamiliar visualization (e.g., adjacency matrix) and their respective
construction methods such as ordering (in the case of matrices), or
layouts in node-link diagrams. Another problem is understanding the
provenance, including the many decisions along the network creation:
conceptualization of nodes and links, network transformations, and
filtered elements. For network visualization, there seems to be less of
an established culture for how to create trustworthy visualizations in
the first place and use them for scientific inquiry. Mitigation strate-
gies—Provide sufficient explanation and documentation of the strengths
and limitations of individual visualization techniques (including inter-
pretation pitfalls); explain underlying algorithm, their assumptions,
and possible artifacts they can introduce [76]; show examples of anti-
patterns where a visualization is misleading or introduces artifacts (e.g.,
different layout algorithms, clutter in node-link diagrams); use exam-
ples of visualizations to show limitations of analytic approaches to
network science in terms of network metrics [23,49] (e.g., an algorithm
identifying clusters not visible in a visualization [24]); show examples
of network visualization success stories and uses in journalism [19].

10 DISCUSSION

We described 8 potential barriers that pose problems to some analysts
during some of their exploration process. In our course, these barri-
ers could all be solved through discussion, rather then being built-in
problems of specific tools or due to human incapacity. We think these
barriers are due to inexperience and underestimating the decisions in-
volved in sensemaking with data and visualization. Eventually, analysts
will learn how to navigate the barriers but, if left on their own, our log
study and discussions suggest that these barriers indeed block analysts
from progressing and can lead to resignation. Like fire-drills, these bar-
riers highlight the importance of training, cautioning analysts upfront,
and thinking of better methods and tool support.

In summary, our findings also highlight the data preparation stages of
network visualization as an important source for insights in themselves
and how this process helps novice analysts learning: “Getting the data
prepared to analyze visually [. . . ] helped me to realize things about the
data that I did not know. It was less about the actual visualizations at
the end, it was a lot more about looking at the types of structures we
had and thinking about the process...”[P-Business].

Implications for Education—Our work network visualization
teaching approaches and related questions to be addressed in the future:
• Work with Participants’ Data. Allowing participants to work with

their own data was hugely important for the success of our course. At
the same time, demo data sets are important to explain and illustrate
particular aspects of network visualization. Ideally, demo data should
be relevant to the course audience and consistent across the course to
allow for the comparison of techniques.

• Focus on Understanding Goals. Early course activities should
focus on helping participants to reflect on their own goals, which is
also beneficial for course instructors to provide individual support.
Pre-course questionnaires can be beneficial here.

• Provide Activities to Identify & Mitigate Barriers. We found that
sketching activities provide an easy entry point for analysts to engage
in the data preparation stages of network visualization. Additional
research is needed to explore how to frame sketching activities in
this context and also think beyond sketching.

• Balance Independent Exploration & Guidance. We tried to strike
a balance between scaffolding participants’ explorations and allowing
them to come up with and explore their own strategies.

• Define Clear Learning Goals and Essential Skills. This is an area
to explore more in the future. Our barriers can serve as waypoints
and benchmarks for these learning goals.

• Create Teaching Resources. We need to start exploring additional
resources that can facilitate teaching network visualization in ways
that mitigate the barriers discussed in this paper. For example, success
stories and galleries of successful network visualizations (beyond
node-link diagrams) can help to show what is possible with network

visualization and can motivate novices and expert analysts to consider
network visualization as a method in the first place.

• Help Establish Trust. To build more trust in network visualizations,
future research could look into explaining network visualization
algorithms in concise and accessible ways (e.g., cheatsheets [76]).
Implications for Tool Design—Our work shows that the range

of data and research goals that analysts bring to network visualiza-
tion is vast. It is therefore sensible to start thinking about network
visualization tools and teaching that consider the process of building
visualization from the analyst’s perspective and allow for different entry
points in terms of exploration goals, data, visualization techniques and
exploration strategies. Below are some design considerations that can
enhance the analyst’s experience in visualizing and exploring data when
designing tools as well as engaging with network analysts.
• Support the analyst’s perception of the data form by offering a

concept-demonstrating miniature (e.g., concept map) or diagram, an
approach already taken by Origraph [14]. Changes and selections to
this concept map can be reflected in the network.

• Encourage incremental network building and iterative exploration;
this is similar to the idea of enabling ‘progressive evaluation’ in the
Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework [32].

• Provide coordinated multiple views using different types of visual-
ization. This not only allow the analysts to take advantage of their
complementary strengths, but also allows them to learn how to inter-
pret an unfamiliar visualization by observing how it changes as they
interact with a more familiar one.

• Support creative approaches to creating networks. For example,
show possible networks derived from a given a “seed” network
through aggregation, projection, and filtering.

• Explain visual patterns and encoding as part the tool, e.g., using
automatic annotations suggesting explanations for specific patterns
or miniature galleries of visual patterns found inside a dataset.

• Automatically recommend or highlight potentially insightful views
and data pattern.
Methodology, Limitations, and Open Questions—In-the-wild

research is inherently challenging [17, 70]. Our findings are situated in
the specifics of our course and course participants, as well as the tool
we used. Since analysts may have enrolled because they had particular
conceptual challenges in network visualization, we cannot say how
prominent our observed barriers are in other settings (e.g., among
analysts with different backgrounds and training). Similarly, those
participants who engaged in discussions and interviews might not be
those who fail silently for reasons we were not able to capture. However,
the consistency of our barriers across participants hints towards general
issues. In the future, we need better methods to collect data about
analysts in the wild, especially, to capture (thinking) processes where
analysts are not using a computer where actions can be logged. Our
experience with mini-questionnaires [69] and microentries [16] were
not encouraging due to missing engagement by users. Participants’
workflows were influenced by the Vistorian, its required data formats,
import routines, and visualizations. Different tools may impact the
existence and gravity of barriers. Still, many of our observations are
independent of the particular tool, including the barriers during the
definition phase (e.g., B1, B2, B3).

11 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that some of the reasons for people having limited en-
gagement with network visualization tools are barriers in preparing their
data and planning their exploration, such as being unable to transform
what they have in mind into compatible data structures. Throughout
this paper we have described such issues in detail, and discussed how
the data formation process is an essential unit of the visualization tool’s
design.These findings must not be used to blame the analyst, but rather
shed light on the complex nature of understanding our world through
data and visualization. We hope our paper contributes to the growing
body of literature in visualization and data literacy, as well as visual-
ization pedagogy. We hope our research will inspire similar research
for other data types and domains and lead to a greater awareness of
people’s thinking process during dealing with abstract data.
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